
To all the beautiful, strong and influential women, mothers,
grandmothers, aunts and mother-like-figures in our lives -
Happy Mother's Day!

Many of our refugee and immigrant mothers have sacrificed
and endured so much for our generation to be able to have the
opportunities, educations, lifestyles, knowledge and voices
that many of us have today. 

It’s extremely common to hear stories of them working
countless hours in multiple labour intensive jobs, having the
courage to start their own businesses in new countries and
languages and working incredibly hard with little to no formal
education - all so that they could provide a better life for their
children and future generations. 

" They are the backbones to our families, the foundation of our

security, and oftentimes the strongest, most resilient and

inspiring women in our lives to look up to."

Ep 4: Introducing My Mom

Happy Mother's Day!

Show Notes Episode 4

This is my mom, her name is Phuong Ly.
She is a 4 foot 11 firecracker! She’s known in the family to be the loudest
and most vibrant. She’s got an incredibly creative, entrepreneurial and go-
getter mindset that I have for sure inherited! 

She loves to cook, experiment and learn new things, and is definitely an
incredible example of strength and resilience for me.

I am so proud of her continuous growth and curiosity in learning and
exploring. The progression of our relationship over the years has really
taught me how important practicing patience and compassion is when it
comes to communicating with our families.

Happy Mother's Day!

My mom, grandmother & 2 aunts
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One of my favourite photos of my mom

Phuong Ly - My Mom!
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Let me know your thoughts, I'd love to hear from you!
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A Stroll Down Memory Lane

My mom was born on June 1st 1967 in a small town just outside of Hanoi while my grandma was on a
business trip. She was my grandma’s third child at the time with a older brother and sister.

My mom's family lived and thrived in Hanoi. My grandma and grandpa ran a business making
pharmaceuticals and medicine, and my grandma took on multiple jobs to support and provide for my
mother and her siblings. My great grandmother was an enormous pilar of support and dedicated her
whole life to the family.

" There's so much value for ourselves, parents, families &

heritage that comes from taking time to be open to connection." 

My mom's family shortly after
arriving to Canada

My grandma as a young woman
with my eldest uncle

My great grandmother as a young woman

My mom and her eldest sister
nearby their home in Hanoi as kids

My great grandmother with my
grandma as a child

My grandpa and eldest uncle
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